TAKE THE QUICKEST ROUTE
TO BETTER T&L
In T&L, the fastest company wins. Time to speed up training and daily tasks,
deepen collaboration and support real-time visibility for quicker decision-making.
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Online sales in the U.S.
by 2020
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Consumers are willing to
pay more for same-day
delivery

Manufacturers rank
speed of delivery as a top
customer demand

4 Ways to stay ahead
SEE WHICH GENERATION LEADS THE WAY
LEGACY MOBILE DEVICES

MODERN MOBILE DEVICES

Expedite Training
and Workflows
Can’t always capture barcodes if
they’re damaged or dirty, leading to
redundancy or manual data entry

Eliminate redundancy with first time,
every time reading of barcodes in
virtually any condition

15%

Outdated UX and green screens
lengthens training and adoption

Inefficient
routes and
redundant
delivery
efforts waste
valuable time

Productivity increase with
touchscreens and UX
workers already know

Streamline
routes via task
management
apps

Save time by automatically populating
fields with text, signatures, graphics,
barcodes and images simultaneously
captured in a single scan

Manual data entry is timeconsuming and error prone

Get Immediate Access
to People and Data
Monitor the location,
movement and
behavior of your fleet

Limit your ability to quickly
track employees

Team communication between
disparate devices and networks is
cumbersome and slow

Unify communication with all
team members with instant
PTT voice and text

Automate tasks,
such as driver
vehicle
inspection
reports

Manual
completion of
vehicle
inspection
reports

Get rapid processors and
fast operating systems

Get bogged down by Big Data

Gain Real-Time Visibility
into your Operations
Vulnerable to unexpected
downtime and delays

Predict and prevent downtime with
complete visibility into your operations

Harder to get actionable
data from IoT sensors

Unleash the full potential
of IoT and RFID sensors

Limited/delayed
visibility into asset
status resulting in
damaged goods

Predict and
prevent damage
to arriving cargo

Take T&L to
Another Dimension
Automatic Dimensioning helps you plan in advance, to accelerate your speed
of business. Legacy mobile devices are equipped with the tech to get you there.

Anticipate cargo
Ensure that trucks are
lined up for delivery
Pack trailers property to
lower transport costs,
resulting in more efficient
deployment to your
Distribution Centers

Say goodbye to bottle necks

COUNT ON ZEBRA FOR A
SMOOTH TRANSITION

CONSULTING
SERVICES

MIGRATING
SERVICES

ASSET VISIBILITY
SERVICES

Get expertise to create a plan
for success

Migrate quickly and smoothly
with less cost and risk

Gain device insight to gain
device uptime and ROI

Everything you need to save time in
training, loading, delivering and processing.

READY FOR THE FUTURE OF T&L?
See how the next generation of workforce mobility can help
you transform your business.
FIND OUT HOW
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